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Large thermal stresses easily exceeding the tissue yield strength may develop in the frozen region around
a cryosurgical probe. A new integrodifferential solution for the heat transfer problem of biological tissues
freezing around a cryosurgical probe is presented in this article. This solution is suitable for cases of high
Stephan numbers and for a temperature-dependent forcing function at the cryoprobe. A new solution for
the thermal stresses around a cryosurgical probe is also presented, based on an elastic–perfectly plastic
model. It is proposed that thermal stresses beyond the elastic limit of the frozen region may sharply
increase the mechanical damage to the cell membranes due to plastic deformation. It was found that plastic
deformation always starts at the cryoprobe surface; however, plastic deformation may also be formed near
the freezing front at high cooling rates and large cryoprobes. It is demonstrated that under some conditions
plastic deformation may occur in the entire frozen region. A parametric study to identify the best cooling
protocol for maximal plastic deformation is presented. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

Cryosurgical success, or maximal destruc- cell’s membrane. High thermal stresses may
develop due to large temperature differencestion of undesired biological tissue by freezing,

is influenced by many factors: the cooling rate at the frozen region, as is the case in a typical
(11, 14, 33), the thawing rate (25), the minimal cryosurgical procedure. For a spherical cryo-
temperature achieved (13), and repeated freez- probe and typical physical properties of ice,
ing–thawing cycles (14, 30). The mechanisms the thermal stresses under some conditions
of destruction may generally be separated into can reach the yield strength of the material. It
two groups; the first is related to the freezing is proposed in this study that thermal stresses
process within the phase transition tempera- beyond the yield strength of the frozen mate-
ture range, while the second group is related rial may severely increase the mechanical
to further destruction after phase transition has damage to the cell’s membrane due to plastic
been completed. Destruction mechanisms of deformation.
the first group are related to heat transfer, mass The mathematical model employed in this
transfer, and chemical equilibrium in the intra- article rests on four principal assumptions: (a)
cellular and extracellular solutions (22–24). the temperature distribution can be determined
Mechanical interaction between ice crystals independently of the deformation of the tissue;
and cells also affect the destruction process (b) all deformations are small; (c) the frozen
during the phase transition process (19). tissue may be modeled as an elastic–perfectly

Destruction mechanisms after the phase plastic solid; and (d) the problem is one-di-
transition has been completed may be related mensional in the radial direction of a spherical
to thermal stresses in the frozen region, as coordinate system.
suggested by Rubinsky et al. (31), and as re- Initial stresses are always formed immedi-
ported elsewhere (11, 18). It was suggested ately after freezing due to the volume expan-
that the deformation resulting from these sion of water at the freezing process. The dis-
stresses may cause mechanical damage to the tribution of these initial stresses is difficult

to predict because the volume expansion is
dependent on the internal ice structure which
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277THERMAL STRESSES AROUND CRYOSURGICAL PROBE

sumed in this study that the initial stresses by Charny (4) and Diller (8). Most of the new
models deal with relatively high tempera-can be neglected in comparison with the high

thermal stresses which develop later in the tures—normal body temperatures and higher,
and not with temperatures near freezing, as iscryoprocedure.

A new simplified mathematical solution for the case here. Furthermore, based on experi-
mental data it has been demonstrated that thethe temperature distribution in biological tis-

sues freezing around a cryosurgical probe is classical bioheat equation can be used for en-
gineering calculations of heat transfer duringpresented in this article. This solution is an

improvement of an earlier solution proposed cryosurgery (29). Therefore, the classical bio-
heat equation is assumed to be an adequateby Cooper and Trezek (7) in that it is suitable

for high Stephan numbers and allows for a model given the relative simple thermal stress
analysis present here.temperature-dependent forcing function at the

cryoprobe. The differences between the earlier It is further assumed that blood perfusion
decays with freezing and therefore the govern-and the new solutions were found to be very

significant in the short term, when the thermal ing equation reduces to an ordinary heat diffu-
sion equation:stresses may be as high as the yield strength.

Further, a new solution of the thermal stress
problem around cryosurgical probe is pre- kf

r 2

Ì
Ìr Sr 2 ÌTf

ÌrD Å Cf
ÌTf

Ìt
Tm ú Tf . [2]

sented, which makes use of the temperature
solution. The boundary condition at the freezing inter-

face isHEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

A solution of the freezing process in biolog-
kf
ÌTf

Ìr
(S, t) Å kl

ÌTl

Ìr
(S, t) / L

dS

dt
[3]

ical tissue around a spherical cryoprobe is pre-
sented here under the following assumptions:

and its initial condition is:(a) the thermal conductivity and the specific
heat are constant thermophysical properties, S(0) Å 0. [4]
possessing different values above and below

The boundary and initial conditions of the un-the freezing temperature; (b) blood perfusion
frozen region are, respectively:is constant in time and uniformly distributed

in space in the unfrozen region; and (c) the
Tl(S, t) Å Tm ;

ÌTl

Ìr
(`, t) Å 0 [5]metabolic heat generation effect can be ne-

glected with respect to blood perfusion and
the thermal interference of the cryoprobe. Tl(r, 0) Å T0(r); T0(R) Å Tm . [6]

The ‘‘classical’’ bioheat equation is as-
The boundary and initial conditions of the fro-sumed to be the governing equation of the
zen region are, respectively:heat transfer process (27):

Tf(R, t) Å TR(t); Tf(S, t) Å Tm [7]kl

r 2

Ì
Ìr Sr 2 ÌTl

ÌrD / w
h bCb(Tb 0 Tl) Å Cl

ÌTl

Ìt Tf(r r R, t r 0) Å Tm , [8]

where the initial temperature distribution T0Tl ú Tm . [1]
and the cryoprobe forcing function TR are

Since the first presentation of the above bio- known arbitrary functions. For simplicity of
heat equation, tremendous developments in the presentation, the solution will be given in
modeling the effect of blood flow on heat terms of the following temperatures differ-
transfer in biological tissues have been sug- ences:
gested (6, 20, 35, 36). A summary and a dis-
cussion regarding those models are presented uf Å Tf 0 Tm ; ul Å Tl 0 Tb . [9]
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278 RABIN AND STEIF

The exact solution of the problem defined temperature distribution in the unfrozen re-
gion becomes:by Eqs. [1]–[8] is not known; therefore, an

approximate analytical solution is derived
here. The solution is performed by the integral ul Å (Tm 0 Tb)

S

r
expSS 0 r

g D ;
method (15), in which the temperature distri-
bution in each region is assumed to satisfy all
its boundary conditions, and where the con- g Å

√
kl

w
h bCb

[15]
stants of each assumed temperature distribu-
tion are found to satisfy the integral form of and in the frozen region:
the heat balance equation. The integral form
of the bioheat equation in the unfrozen and

uf Å (TR 0 Tm)
R(S 0 r)
r(S 0 R)

. [16]frozen regions are, respectively:

The temperature distributions in Eqs. [15]–*
`

S

kl
Ì
Ìr Sr 2 Ìul

ÌrDdr 0 *
`

S

w
h bCbul r

2dr
[16] are exactly the temperature distributions
at a steady-state condition, when the freezing
front location, S, reaches its final distanceÅ *

`

S

Cl
Ìul

Ìt
r 2dr [10]

from the cryoprobe. Equations [15]–[16] sat-
isfy all boundary conditions as defined above,

*
S

R

kf
Ì
Ìr Sr 2 Ìuf

ÌrDdr Å *
S

R

Cf
Ìuf

Ìt
r 2dr. [11] but are dependent on the freezing front loca-

tion.
Finally, the integral form of the inner

The left terms in Eqs. [10] and [11] can be boundary condition, Eq. [14], is solved to
integrated explicitly, and the equations can be yield the time-dependent interface location, S.
rewritten in the forms: Using the assumed temperature distributions,

ul and uf , Eq. [14] is reduced to a first-order
klS

2 Ìul

Ìr
(S, t) Å 0Cl

Ì
Ìt *

`

S

ulr
2dr ordinary differential equation in time:

d

dt HS 3

3
/ StfR

6
[S(S / R) 0 2R2]0 w

h bCb *
`

S

ul r
2dr [12]

kfS
2 Ìuf

Ìr
(S, t) / StlSg(S / g)J Å afStfSR

(S 0 R)

Å kfR
2 Ìuf

Ìr
(R, t) / Cf

Ì
Ìt *

S

R

uf r
2dr. [13]

0 w
h bCb

Cl

StlSg(S / g) [17]
The inner boundary, Eq. [3], can be rewritten
in terms of Eqs. [12]–[13] to yield: which can only be solved numerically.

THERMAL STRESSES ANALYSISÌ
Ìt FCf *

S

R

uf r
2dr / Cl *

`

S

ul r
2drG

All physical properties of the frozen tissue
are assumed constant in time and uniformly

/ kfR
2 Ìuf

Ìr
(R, t) / wh bCb *

`

S

ul r
2dr distributed in space, and are independent of

the temperature and the strain. The material
is assumed to be described by the followingÅ LS2 dS

dt
. [14]

constitutive law in axial tension:

e
h
Å e

h

E / e
h

P / e
h

T. [18]By assuming a quasi-steady process the
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279THERMAL STRESSES AROUND CRYOSURGICAL PROBE

Under the assumption of isotropy, the elastic Finally, it is assumed that the unfrozen tis-
sue cannot support normal stresses and there-strain rate is given by:
fore:

e
h

E Å s
h

E
å s

V
[19]

s
V r(S) Å 0. [27]

Since that the cryoprobe yield strength is atand the plastic strain rate by:
least two orders of magnitude higher than of
ice and since the thermal expansion coefficient

e
h

P Å
0 2

3
lg s Å sy and s

h
Å 0

0 s õ sy or s
h
õ 0.

[20] of metals is at least one order of magnitude
smaller than of ice (2), it is assumed that the
displacement at the cryoprobe surface can be

The material is taken to be nonhardening (per- neglected:
fectly plastic) in which case l

g
cannot be deter-

ur(R) Å 0. [28]mined from the stress.
For spherical symmetry there are no shear The well-known solution for the fully elas-

stresses, the condition for mechanical equilib- tic problem (Ésu 0 srÉ õ sy everywhere) is
rium simplifies to: derivable from the above equations in terms

of the temperature distribution. The elastic so-ds
V r

dr
/ 2(s

V r 0 s
V u)

r
Å 0. [21] lution ceases to be valid when Ésu 0 srÉ

reaches sy at some point. This is found to
Note that the stresses are normalized by the occur at the cryoprobe surface; thus, there de-
elastic module, E. Finally, the strain–dis- velops a plastic region around the cryoprobe
placement relations are given by: R õ r õ P, while the rest of the frozen region

remains elastic, P õ r õ S. The interface be-
tween the plastic and elastic regions, P, is de-er Å

dur

dr
; eu Å

ur

r
. [22]

fined here as the plastic front. The following
additional plastic front conditions therebyA multiaxial stress generalization of Eq. [20]
arise:based in the Mises invariant (17) is employed

in which case the yield condition is: s
V r(P)É0 Å s

V r(P)É/; ur(P)É0 Å ur(P)É/ [29]

És
V u(P) 0 s

V r(P)É Å s
V y , [30]És

V u 0 s
V rÉ Å

sy

E
Å ey å s

V y . [23]

where the ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘/’’ signs denote limits
One can avoid the incremental formulation as the plastic–elastic interface is approached
(i.e., strain rates) when su0 sr varies monoto- from the plastic and elastic regions, respec-
nously (referred to as proportional loading in tively.
plastic theory); then the plastic strains are

Elastic Regiongiven by:

The solution of stresses in the elastic region
eP

r Å 0
2
3
l; eP

u Å /
1
3
l. [24] after the formation of the plastic front will be

addressed first. This period, which starts with
The elastic strains are then given by: the formation of the plastic front, is defined

as stage II. The solution of the elastic region
eE

r Å s
V r 0 2ns

V u ;
is derived from the above formulation and is

eE
u Å (1 0 n)s

V u 0 ns
V r . [25] similar to the general solution presented by

Boley and Weiner (3). The general solutionThe thermal strains are given by:
of the dimensionless thermal stresses in the
radial and tangential directions is:eT

r Å eT
u å eT Å b(T 0 Tm). [26]
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280 RABIN AND STEIF

Plastic Region
s
V r Å 0

2
1 0 n

1
r 3 *

r

P

eTr 2dr / B2

1 0 2n Substitution of the plastic yield condition,
Eq. [23], into Eq. [21] implies the following
form for the radial stress in the plastic region:0 2B1

1 / n

1
r 3 P õ r õ S [31]

s
V r Å 2s

V yln(B3r), [35]

where the integration constant B3 is calculateds
V u Å

1
1 0 n

1
r 3 *

r

P

eTr 2dr / B2

1 0 2n by forcing continuity in the radial stress at the
plastic front, Eq. [29]:

/ B1

1 / n

1
r 3 0

eT

1 0 n
P õ r õ S [32]

B3 Å
1
P

expF 1
2s

V y
S B2

1 0 2n
0 2B1

1 / n

1
P 3DG .

where B1 and B2 are integration constants that
can be found from boundary conditions. The [36]
integration constant B1 is calculated by substi-

The tangential stress is calculated directlytuting Eqs. [31]–[32] into boundary condition
from the plasticity condition, Eq. [23]:(30), leading to:

s
V u Å s

V y[1 / 2 ln(B3r)]. [37]

B1 Å
1
3

(1 / n)P 3 FsV y /
eT(P)
1 0 nG . [33] Introducing the strains, Eq. [24]–[26] into the

strain–displacement relations, Eq. [22],
yields:

Boundary condition Eq. [27] then allows the
second integration constant to be determined: l Å b(TR 0 Tm)

3
2

R

r

S

(S 0 R)

B2 Å
2(1 0 2n)

S 3 Fb(TR 0 Tm)
1 0 n 0 3s

V y(1 0 n) / B4

r 3 . [38]

Integration constant B4 is calculated by forc-
1 R(S 2 0 2P 2)(S 0 P)

6(S 0 R)
/ B1

1 / nG . [34] ing continuity in displacement at the plastic
front, Eq. [29]:

To provide some context to the reader, we
B4 Å 03R3F2s

V y(1 0 2n)ln(B3R)cite again a previous study reported by Ru-
binsky et al. (31), which was motivated by
cryopreservation. They also solved a spheri-

/ eT(R) / bS(TR 0 Tm)
2(S 0 R) G . [39]cally symmetric thermal stress problem; by

contrast, however, the freezing front propa-
gates from some fixed outer surface toward The solution of the thermal stress problem

is well defined now, as long as the plasticthe origin, the tissue is modeled as linear elas-
tic, Eqs. [31]–[32], and the temperature distri- front location, P, is known. Unfortunately, an

explicit expression for P is impossible to ob-bution is different. In particular, they obtained
the temperature distribution by assuming that tain and therefore a trial-and-error procedure

is needed as follows: (a) estimating P in thethe Stephan number is relatively small and
that there is no blood perfusion (conditions range R to S; (b) calculating B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 by

that order; and, (c) comparing the displace-which are not typical of cryosurgery). Because
the two problems are rather different, quantita- ments on both sides of the plastic front, Eq.

[29]. As a verification of the calculation l(P)tive comparison of results appear not to be
warranted. must equal 0.
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281THERMAL STRESSES AROUND CRYOSURGICAL PROBE

Initiation Stage study relies on several simplifications, the
most important one being that frozen biologi-The initiation stage (also termed stage I) is
cal tissues behave like an elastic–perfectlydefined as starting from the onset of freezing
plastic solid. Thus, it seems that a more accu-until first plastic yielding. The stresses at this
rate solution for the heat transfer problem isstage will be the same as presented by Eqs.
not warranted.[31]–[32], with the only exception that the

The heat transfer solution may be furtherlower boundary for integration will be R in-
simplified by neglecting the heat capacity ofstead of P. Boundary conditions of zero radial
the frozen and unfrozen regions with respectstress at the freezing front and zero displace-
to the latent heat. In this case the transientment at the cryoprobe surface will yield:
terms of the heat balance Eqs. [1]–[2] can be
neglected and the freezing front location willB1 Å 0b(TR 0 Tm)
have an explicit form, as presented first by
Cooper and Trezek (7) [C & T]. The condition1 2(1 0 2n)(1 / n)

(2 0 n)(1 0 n)
R4[S(S / R) 0 2R2]

6S 3 holds when Stephan number is much less than
unity. Unfortunately, for typical thermophysi-[40]
cal properties of soft biological tissues, Table
1, and for cryogenic temperature differences,and
the Stephan number is 1 or even larger. Figure
1 presents a comparison of the freezing frontB2 Å 0

B1

R3 . [41]
location as calculated by C & T and by the
new proposed solution. As can be seen from

DISCUSSION Fig. 1, the freezing front location of both solu-
tions coincides in the long term as the frozenThe heat transfer analysis is addressed first

in this discussion. The proposed solution of region reaches its final size. However, the dif-
ferences between the two solutions are verythe freezing process is an integrodifferential

solution. It may be argued that the heat trans- significant in the short term. For example, the
time needed for a frozen region of 10 mm infer problem could have been solved numeri-

cally for the more general case of temperature- radius to form according to the present solu-
tion is about three times that calculated bydependent thermophysical properties and

phase transition temperature range, by finite C & T for a high blood perfusion rate (50
kW/m3-7C). The heat transfer solution and theelement (16, 21, 32) or finite difference tech-

niques (28). Despite the above argument, there computer code were validated by examining
the case in which the specific heat of both theare three main reasons for developing the new

freezing solution. First, an explicit expression frozen and unfrozen regions are set to zero
and all the other thermophysical properties re-of temperature distribution leads to an explicit

expression for stress distribution, which main the same as above. It was found in this
test that the new proposed solution coincideswould not be the case for numerical solution.

This simplifies much the analysis of the ther- with that of C & T at all times.
In contrast to the C & T solution, the newmal stress problem. Second, the approximate

solution presented here can be performed proposed solution enables an arbitrary temper-
ature forcing function at the cryoprobe. Withmuch faster than a complete numerical solu-

tion. For example, a one-dimensional heat this solution, the temperature distributions in
the frozen and unfrozen regions become moretransfer problem demands the simultaneous

solution of n equations at n grid points at each accurate as the cooling rate at the cryoprobe
decreases. Figure 1 presents the freezing fronttime interval, while the new proposed solution

demands a solution of only Eq. [17], at each location associated with a cooling rate of
507C/min, which may be reasonable for a low-time. Finally, modeling of stresses in this
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282 RABIN AND STEIF

TABLE 1
Typical Thermophysical Properties of Biological Tissues and Ice (1, 5, 12)

Soft tissues Water

Freezing temperature, Tm , 7C 03 0
Latent heat, L, MJ/m3 250 331.7
Thermal conductivity in the unfrozen region, kl , W/m-7C 0.5 0.595 (157C)
Thermal conductivity in the frozen region, kf , W/m-7C 2 2.25
Specific heat in the unfrozen region, Cl , MJ/m3-7C 3.8 4.186 (157C)
Specific heat in the frozen region, Cf , MJ/m3-7C 1.9 1.133
Specific heat source of blood, wbCb , kW/m3-7C 0–50 0
Metabolic heat generation, qmet , kW/m3 0–22 0

powered cryoprobe. As will be presented functions of the yield strain, ey (Åsy /E). Al-
though there is a large variation in the separateshortly, the stresses formed at the beginning

of the freezing process are relatively high and values for the yield strength and the elastic
module (Table 2), the yield strain, ey , for iceare significantly influenced by the cooling rate

of the cryoprobe; this motivates the develop- is expected to be in the range of 0.5 1 1003

to 1 1 1003. However, this parametric studyment of the new solution.
The thermal stresses analysis is addressed deals with the extreme cases as well, in the

range 0 to 5 1 1003. Unless otherwise speci-next. The dimensionless stresses, s
V r and s

V u ,
and the plastic front location, P, are strong fied in this parametric study, the following

FIG. 1. Comparison of the time required for freezing front propagation, as calculated by Cooper and
Trezek (7) and by the present solution. Typical thermophysical properties of soft biological tissues and
cryoprobe diameter of 5 mm.
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283THERMAL STRESSES AROUND CRYOSURGICAL PROBE

TABLE 2
Typical Physical Properties of Ice (9, 12, 26, 34)

Thermal expansion coefficient b, 1/7C 55 1 1006 (047C)–38 1 1006 (0807C)
Yield strength, sy , MPA 0.4–13
Young’s module, E, GPa 0.3–10
Poisson’s ratio, n 0.33

conditions were used: typical thermophysical condition when the frozen region diameter is
about 95% of its final size. At the end of stageproperties of soft biological tissues, Table 1,

specific heat source of the blood of w
g

bCb Å I it can be seen that both stress distributions
reach their maximal value at the cryoprobe25 kW/m3-7C, cooling rate of 2007C/min at

the cryoprobe, and cryoprobe diameter of 5 surface and that the tangential stress is about
four times of the radial stress at the cryoprobemm. Since the relevant physical properties of

frozen soft tissues are essentially unavailable, surface. The stress distributions become much
different at the end of stage II. At this timethe mechanical properties of ice will be as-

sumed when needed. the tangential stress reaches its maximal com-
pressive value at the plastic front. The radialIt simplifies the mathematical solution to

assume that the thermal expansion coefficient, stress reaches its maximal value in the elastic
region, at the radius in which the stresses inb, has a constant value throughout the entire

range of cryogenic temperatures. However, both direction have the same value. The tan-
gential stresses are higher than the radialthe expansion coefficient, b, does decrease

with temperature below the freezing tempera- stresses in the plastic region. It is noted that
the radial stress is 0 at the freezing front byture (12). For the purpose of the present para-

metric study, it might seem reasonable to take definition while the tangential stress is com-
pressive at this interface, and is very signifi-the mean value of this physical property over

the cryogenic temperature range. However, cant in magnitude.
The relationship between the freezing frontsince a spherical problem is considered here,

in which most of the temperature profile is and the plastic front locations is presented by
Fig. 3. The plastic front location is almost aabove the mean of the two extreme limits, it

seems more accurate to calculate the average linear function of the freezing front location
until some critical value and decays to a con-temperature based on an integral over the vol-

ume of the frozen region. This somewhat stant value as the heat transfer problem ap-
proaches a steady state. Figure 3 presents thehigher value for the average temperature was

the basis for choosing the expansion coeffi- effect of blood perfusion on the thermal
stresses in case A. It can be seen that thiscient of 45 1 1006 1/7C, which was used in

this study. It is noted that an underestimation relationship is completely independent of the
blood perfusion in the steady state and is rela-of the thermal expansion coefficient will lead

to an underestimation of the thermal stresses. tively insensitive in general, even in extreme
cases of blood perfusion. It is noted that theTwo typical cases of stress formation are

considered first. Cases A and B are for a rela- diameter of the frozen region with a relatively
low blood perfusion (5 kW/m3-7C) is abouttively high and an expected value of the yield

strain, 5 1 1003 and 5 1 1004, respectively. twice the diameter when blood perfusion is
high (50 kW/m3-7C).The resulting thermal stresses for case A are

presented by Fig. 2 at the end of stages I and Very different stress distributions are ob-
served in case B, as presented by Fig. 4. StageII, which are the initiation stage and the stage

after first plastic front formation, respectively. II ends in case B as plastic deformation starts
to form at the freezing front or, alternatively,Stage II of case A ends close to a steady-state
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284 RABIN AND STEIF

FIG. 2. Stress distributions around a spherical cryoprobe, for the case of relatively high yield strain, ey

Å 5 1 1003 (case A).

FIG. 3. Plastic front location as a function of freezing front location for the case of relatively high yield
strain, ey Å 5 1 1003 (case A).
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285THERMAL STRESSES AROUND CRYOSURGICAL PROBE

FIG. 4. Stress distributions around a spherical cryoprobe, for the case of normal yield strain, ey Å 5 1
1004 (case B).

as the tangential stress reaches the yield the new plastic region is not actually expected
to be formed sharply at single temperature,strength at the freezing front. The stress analy-

sis was not performed beyond this point. It but over a temperature range. However, the
phenomenon observed in case B—the possi-can be seen from Fig. 4 that for an expected

yield strain the tangential stresses are much bility of plastic deformation near the freezing
front—is very significant. This observationhigher than the radial stresses. At the cryo-

probe surface the tangential stress is always suggests a linkage between maximal cryode-
struction and plastic deformation near thetensile while the radial stress is always com-

pressive. At a certain point in time the as- freezing front.
Due to the differences between cases A andsumption of elastic deformation at the freezing

front is not valid any more because the tangen- B, the relationship between the yield strain
and cryoprobe temperature at which yieldingtial stress becomes larger in magnitude than

the yield strength (since sr Å 0 at this surface, occurs at the freezing front is studied next
(Fig. 5). The plastic front temperature at thisthe yield condition becomes ÉsuÉ Å sy). After

the end of stage II, it can be expected that a instant is presented in Fig. 5 as well. The
above relationship is presented for cryoprobenew plastic region will be formed near the

freezing front and that the elastic region will diameters in the range of 2.5 to 7.5 mm. These
results are for a cryoprobe cooling rate ofbecome narrower with time.

It is emphasized that the temperature gradi- 2007C/min. All curves in Fig. 5 end as the
cryoprobe temperature reaches 01967C whichents near the freezing front in the real freezing

process will be more moderate than those in is the liquid nitrogen boiling temperature. It
can be seen from Fig. 5 that the results arethe present solution, as the phase-change pro-

cess takes place over a temperature range and relatively insensitive to the cryoprobe diame-
ter in the yield strain range of ey Å 0 to 1.5not at a specific temperature, Tm . Therefore,
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FIG. 5. Cryoprobe temperature and plastic front temperature as plastic deformation starts to develop near
the freezing front.

1 1003, in which the yield strain is expected of case B, when plastic deformation starts
to form near the freezing front, as a functionto be found. Note also that there is a similarity

relation between the cryoprobe temperature of the cryoprobe cooling rate (s
V y Å 5 1

1004). Figure 8 presents the ratio of plasticand the plastic front temperature as a function
of the yield strain. The thermal stress forma- front location to freezing front location as a

function of the cryoprobe cooling rate, or thetion transitions from that of case B to that of
case A when ey equals 2.5 1 1003, 3.2 1 1003, portion of plastic deformation in the frozen

region when an additional plastic regionand 3.4 1 1003 for cryoprobe diameters of
2.5, 5, and 7.5 mm, respectively. starts to form (near the freezing front). Fig-

ure 8 presents the dimensionless freezingFigure 6 presents the ratio of plastic front
location to freezing front location as a function front location as well, at the end of stage II,

as function of the cooling rate. It can be seenof the yield strain, for the same set of parame-
ters. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the ratio from Fig. 7 that as the cooling rate increases

the cryoprobe temperature that is requiredP/S is almost a linear function of the yield
strain for a specific cryoprobe diameter; it in- to start plastic deformation near the freezing

front decreases. It can be seen from Fig. 8creases with the cryoprobe diameter and de-
creases as the yield strain. Therefore, it is sug- that the portion of plastic deformation in-

creases with the cooling rate, while thegested that larger cryoprobes will cause plastic
deformation in a larger portion of the frozen freezing front location at the end of stage II

decreases with the cooling rates. Finally,region.
Finally, the relationship between the cool- both the freezing front location and the por-

tion of plastic deformation at the end ofing rate at the cryoprobe and the plastic de-
formation is studied. Figure 7 presents the stage II are insensitive to the cryoprobe di-

ameter for high cooling rates.cryoprobe temperature at the end of stage II
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FIG. 6. The ratio of plastic front location to freezing front location, P/S, as plastic deformation starts to
develop near the freezing point.

FIG. 7. Cryoprobe temperature as plastic deformation starts to develop near the freezing front.
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FIG. 8. The ratio of plastic front location to freezing front location, P/S, and the dimensionless freezing
front location, S/R, as plastic deformation starts to develop near the freezing front.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ties of soft biological tissues for the heat trans-
fer solution, and typical physical propertiesA new mathematical solution for the freez-
of ice for the thermal stress solution, it wasing of biological tissues around a cryosurgical
observed that two distinct behaviors can oc-probe has been presented. This solution is an
cur. For high yield strain (case A) plastic andimprovement over an earlier solution in that
elastic regions will be formed as describedit is suitable for high Stephan numbers and
above. For normal and low yield strain (caseallows for a temperature-dependent forcing
B) an additional plastic region will start tofunction at the cryoprobe. The differences be-
form near the freezing front due to high com-tween the earlier and the new solutions were
pressive stresses in the tangential direction.found to be very significant for short times,
The latter behavior is more likely to prevailwhen the thermal stresses may be as high as
under conditions typical of ordinary cryo-the yield strength.
procedure.A new solution for the thermal stresses

Assuming that plastic deformation is relatedaround cryosurgical probe is further pre-
to cryodestruction, case B is more severe thansented, using the freezing process temperature
case A. A parametric study was performed tosolution. The thermal stress solution is based
identify the best cooling protocol for maximalon an elastic–perfectly plastic model for the
plastic deformation. From the parametricdeformation of frozen biological tissue. The
study it was found that larger cryoprobes willthermal stress problem is separated into two
cause higher thermal stresses, that plastic de-stages: in the first stage the entire frozen re-
formation near the freezing front starts earliergion is elastic; in the second stage there is
for higher cooling rates and larger cryoprobes,plastic deformation around the cryoprobe.

Assuming typical thermophysical proper- and that higher cooling rates lower the cryo-
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probe temperature needed for plastic deforma- y yield
u tangential directiontion near the freezing front.

APPENDIX: NOMENCLATURE ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Bi integration constant of stress distribution; This research was supported in part by Allegheny–
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